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Abstract

Using scanning tunneling microscopy and density functional theory, we show that the molec-

ular ordering and orientation of metal phthalocyanine molecules on the deactivated Si surface

display a strong dependency on the central transition-metal ion, driven by the degree of orbital

hybridization at the hetero-interface via selective p-d orbital coupling. This study identifies a

selective mechanism for modifying the molecule-substrate interaction which impacts the growth

behavior of transition-metal-incorporated organic molecules on a technologically relevant substrate

for silicon-based devices.

PACS numbers: 68.37.Ef, 68.43.Hn, 68.43.Bc, 68.43.Fg
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Organic π-conjugated molecules have become emerging materials in the current electron-

ics market for applications including light-emitting diodes [1], field effect transistors [2],

and solar cell devices [3]. In these device platforms, molecules are often deposited onto or

placed in contact with inorganic surfaces. Thus the resultant device performances are highly

correlated with the electronic structure, molecular orientation, and molecular ordering at

the hetero-interface [2–8]. This has stimulated intense interest in understanding and fur-

ther tuning the interfacial electronic structure and the molecule-substrate interaction that

governs the organic molecular growth [8–19].

Metal phthalocyanine (MPc) is one of the most frequently studied planar molecules in

organic molecular thin film growth on a variety of insulating, semiconducting, and more

commonly, metallic surfaces [8, 12–38]. Of them, metallic substrates provide more flexibility

in tuning the MPc-substrate interaction through orbital hybridization and charge redistri-

bution associated with the central transition-metal (TM) ion [16, 20, 21]. Nevertheless, this

tunable hybridization has little influence on the orientation and ordering of MPc molecules

at the hetero-interface, where close-packed flat-lying molecular structures are often observed

in the first monolayer which then gradually relax into bulk configured molecular packing in

multilayers [17, 22, 23, 25]. Semiconducting substrates, on the other hand, provide a par-

ticular challenge to self-assemble organic molecules on top due to the existence of surface

dangling bonds which localize molecules and prevent them from forming ordered structures.

To circumvent this problem, the surface needs to be atomically passivated, such as through

hydrogen termination. However, if the intermolecular interaction dominates the growth, a

bulk configured polycrystalline or polymorphic film will form which is not ideal for electronic

applications [34].

Recently, it has been shown that the deactivated Si(111)-B
√

3 ×
√

3 R30 ◦ surface pos-

sesses a clean band gap and facilitates the long-range ordered growth of ZnPc (TM = Zn)

in both the in-plane and out-of-plane directions [12, 14]. However, to date there is still

a lack of understanding of the underlying molecule-substrate binding mechanism and the

origin of this long-range ordered growth at the molecular level. Also, to what extent the

molecule-substrate coupling strength can be rationally tuned and how it impacts the po-

tential landscape, which is critical for controlling the growth kinetics and the thin film

morphology, remain to be explored.

In this letter, via scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) experiments and density func-
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tional theory (DFT) calculations, we show that the molecular ordering and orientation of the

prototypical MPc molecules on the deactivated Si(111)-B surface can be drastically altered

by the coordinated TM ion within the MPc molecule. The localized pz orbitals on top Si

adatoms (ad-Si) facilitate highly selective orbital coupling with the d-orbitals of TM ion,

leading to varied molecule-substrate coupling strength. Additionally, the significantly large

lattice parameter of Si(111)-B, two or three times larger than those of metallic and insulat-

ing surfaces typically utilized in MPc studies, provides a more corrugated potential energy

landscape that is further tailored by the TM ion–ad-Si coupling to impact the molecular

packing and orientation. These discoveries pave the way for understanding the assembly

and growth phenomena of TM-incorporated organic molecules on a technologically relevant

substrate for silicon-based devices.

We utilize heavily boron doped Si(111) substrates where sub-surface boron segregation (∼

1/3 monolayer) is induced by an extended sample annealing at 800 ◦C [39]. Each sub-surface

trivalent boron atom bonds to four neighboring Si atoms, thus allowing for the depletion

of unpaired electrons from the top Si adatoms (ad-Si). This process yields an atomically

smooth and deactivated Si(111)-B
√

3×
√

3 R30 ◦ surface with a clean band gap (Fig. S1),

suitable for self-assembly of organic molecules [52, 53]. Figure 1(a)-(f) presents the surface

topography of various MPc molecules deposited on the deactivated Si(111)-B surface with M

= Zn, Cu, and Co respectively, where distinct molecular assembly and growth behaviors are

clearly identified. As shown in Fig. 1(a) and (d), ZnPc molecules adopt a tilted molecular

configuration and crystallize to form densely packed structures (extensive discussion regard-

ing this molecular packing can be found in Refs. [12] and [14]). To guide the view, green

bar markers are included in the zoomed in STM image (Fig. 1(d)) of a highly ordered ZnPc

domain to represent individual ZnPc molecules with tilted orientation. For CuPc, although

it preserves the identical molecular orientation and packing motif as ZnPc [12–14], a notable

degradation of the film quality is observed where a significant amount of gap defects and

shifts in the molecular packing occur within the molecular domains (Fig. 1(b) and (e)) [39].

The zoomed in STM image (Fig. 1(e)) clearly illustrates that these shifts, as highlighted

by the green and blue bars as well as the region outlined by dashed white lines, result in

the zig-zag patterned growth which can also lead to the development of gap defects nearby

as outlined by the dashed red ovals. Intriguingly, for the CoPc growth, we find that the

molecules predominantly lie flat on the surface while the molecular patches with tilted con-
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figuration only emerge and are sparsely dispersed among the flat-lying molecules when the

coverage is increased above a certain threshold, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c) and (f). The high

degree of disorder in the CoPc molecular growth on a small scale continues to be prevalent

when mapping the topography on larger scales. Such a drastically different molecular as-

sembly and growth behavior observed for various MPc deposited on the Si(111)-B surface is

in sharp contrast to the growth of these molecules on metallic surfaces where close-packed

flat-lying molecular structures are formed regardless of the choice of the central TM ion

[17, 22, 23]. These results suggest that the critical interactions governing the molecular

growth, i.e., the molecule-substrate and molecule-molecule interactions, might be mediated

by the central TM ion in MPc.

This is further corroborated by the difference observed in the initial molecular adsorption

on the Si(111)-B surface. For ZnPc molecules, once deposited they are able to diffuse rapidly

across the Si terraces and nucleate at the energetically favorable Si step edge sites [12–15].

Thus, single flat-lying ZnPc molecules could not be readily observed unless localized on a

defect site on the Si terrace. Substituting Cu for Zn, we find that, although molecules still

exhibit a large diffusivity there is a notable increase in the nucleation of flat-lying molecules

between tilted molecular domains which exceeds the expected defect density (a typical STM

image is shown in Fig. 2(a)). In Fig. 2(c), one can clearly identify the 4 benzene rings of

an individual CuPc molecule with the central Cu metal ion appearing as a depression [22].

Detailed analysis of a collection of STM images indicates that CuPc molecules display non-

specific site registration with the deactivated Si surface. In contrast, for the case of CoPc,

both the Co ions, which appear as bright protrusions in STM images due to orbital-mediated

tunneling [22, 54], and the 4 benzene rings, preferentially register with the ad-Si atoms, as

illustrated in Fig. 2(b) and (d). The symmetry of the CoPc molecule is reduced from

C4 to C2 in order to maximize the adsorption energy (see Section IV in the supplemental

material). Due to the high degree of molecular registration with the underlying surface

(C6 symmetry) along the common symmetry elements, as highlighted by the dashed/solid

red, blue, and green rectangles in Fig. 2(b), only 3 stable flat-lying CoPc orientations are

observed. The dashed white circle depicts a single molecule rotating (fast tunneling) between

all 3 configurations triggered by the STM tip [55]. The combined individual molecule and

large scale molecular growth suggest a strong molecule-substrate interaction between CoPc

and the deactivated Si(111)-B surface.
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It is known that the crystal field induced by the D4h symmetry of the free-standing MPc

molecules gives rise to the d-orbital splitting of its central TM ion into a doubly degenerate

state (dxz, dyz) and three singly degenerate states (dxy, dx2−y2 , and dz2) where dxz, dyz, and

dz2 protrude from the molecular plane [56, 57]. As illustrated in Fig. 3(a), by changing

the TM ion from Zn to Co, the charge distribution within each orbital is altered and a

depopulated dz2 orbital is formed in CoPc [57, 58]. In order to understand the mechanism of

molecular binding to the substrate mediated by the d-orbital filling and to account for the

contrasting molecular adsorption and growth behavior of MPc on the deactivated Si(111)-B

surface, we perform DFT calculations within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)

as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [59]. The Perdew-Burke-

Ernzerhof (PBE) functional is selected in our calculations with the projector augmented wave

(PAW) potentials applied to describe the core electrons. The effect of van der Waals (vdW)

interactions is taken into account by using the PBE+vdW scheme where self-consistent

electron density is utilized to calculate C6 coefficients [60]. In our calculations, structural

parameters are allowed to fully relax until the force on each atom is less than 0.02 eV/Å.

For more details regarding the calculation techniques utilized in this study, refer to Section

I in the supplemental material.

Figure 3(b) presents the key mechanism of selective orbital hybridization between the

singly-occupied dz2 orbital of CoPc and the empty pz orbital of ad-Si. The dz2 orbital,

which is strongly localized on the central TM ion (over 90% of the molecular orbital) based

on our DFT calculations, is the only symmetry-allowed orbital having nonzero overlap with

the pz state of ad-Si (see Fig. S3 and Section III in the supplemental material). Thus, a

strong bond is anticipated to form between the singly-occupied dz2 orbital of CoPc and

the ad-Si, leading to a significantly higher energy gain as compared to the case of ZnPc and

CuPc. As illustrated in Fig. 3(b), the energy level of ad-Si pz orbital is located near the bulk

Si conduction band minimum [61], while Co dz2 orbital is located inside the bulk Si band

gap. Once CoPc is adsorbed on the surface, the selective p-d orbital coupling mechanism

results in a hybridized pz-dz2 bonding state, which is lower in energy than the bulk Si valence

band maximum. As a result, one electron is transferred from the substrate to the bonding

state, making it fully occupied. This hybridization effect is also manifested in the charge

density difference plot upon the adsorption of MPc on the substrate. The magnitude of

the charge redistribution is determined by the degree of mixing between the pz orbital of
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ad-Si and the dz2 orbital of MPc, which is set by the energy level difference between the

two (see Section III in the supplemental material). As presented in Fig. 3(c)-(e), the strong

orbital hybridization introduces a significant charge accumulation on the pz orbitals of ad-

Si for CoPc (red regions in Fig. 3(e)), while a negligible or minute charge accumulation is

observed for ZnPc and CuPc, respectively (Fig. 3(c) and (d)). It is important to note that

in order to distinguish the interaction schemes between the central TM ion and the ad-Si

in these molecular systems, the ZnPc and CuPc molecular configuration in Fig. 3(c) and

(d) (in one of its local energetic minima) are selected purposely to be comparable to that

of CoPc (Fig. 3(e)) in the calculations (see Fig. S5(b) and Section IV in the supplemental

material). Also, note that the net charge transfer from the substrate to CoPc and ZnPc is

zero based on our occupancy analysis, while in the case of CuPc, the charge donation to the

empty pz state is balanced with the partial charge back-donation from the substrate to the

dx2−y2 orbital, resulting in a small amount of net charge (< 0.1e).

Thus far, we have identified a distinct mechanism of molecular binding to the substrate

mediated by the central TM ions. To further investigate the interplay between molecule-

substrate interaction and molecular growth, the potential energy landscape of the surface

is examined along selective directions where the internal molecular coordination (including

rotation) is fully optimized at each point. For CuPc (similar trends are expected for ZnPc),

two linearly independent diffusion pathways are identified (inset in Fig. 4(a)) for a given

initial molecular orientation and the potential along each line is presented in Fig. 4(a).

Along both pathways, there are many local minima separated by low potential barriers that

are mainly due to the vdW energy corrugation which arises from the adaptive relaxation of

the CuPc molecule, as well as from the weak interaction between the ad-Si and the nitrogen

atoms of the Pc molecule (see Section IV in the supplemental material). Nevertheless, these

small diffusion energy barriers can be easily overcome by intermolecular attraction, resulting

in unhindered molecular diffusion of CuPc on the deactivated Si(111) surface. In contrast,

in the case of CoPc, the potential energy landscape along the easiest path (solid) exhibits a

deep potential well associated with a significant energy barrier that is over 1.2 eV (Fig. 4(b)).

The small vdW potential energy corrugation (solid red line) indicates that this large energy

barrier originates from the breaking of the chemical bond between the Co and the ad-Si

atom as discussed previously. This chemical bond dominates the potential energy landscape

and results in a strong localization of molecules on the surface as observed in Fig. 2(b) and
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(d).

Lastly, we would like to reiterate the unique aspects of the Si(111)-B surface which leads

to the intriguing molecular growth phenomena that have not been previously observed on

metallic substrates. The major difference between the metallic and Si(111)-B surface is the

potential energy landscape, specifically its corrugation and homogeneity. The degree of the

potential corrugation of MPc on a metallic surface, as corroborated for the case of Au(111),

is typically an order of magnitude smaller than that of even weakly interacting ZnPc or CuPc

on the Si(111)-B surface (Fig. S6). As a result, with increasing molecular coverage the en-

ergy gain from the intermolecular interaction can be fully achieved on a metallic surface due

to its flat potential energy landscape, driving the formation of close-packed flat-lying MPc

molecular structures on the surface [17, 19, 22]. However, the significant potential corru-

gation of Si(111)-B requires that the MPc molecules must first adsorb at the sites of local

energy minima. As the molecular coverage on the Si(111)-B surface increases, these low

energy sites will become occupied, leaving unfavorable adsorption sites for incoming MPc

molecules. Therefore, if the molecule-substrate interaction is weak in comparison with the

molecule-molecule interaction, as for the case of ZnPc and CuPc (Table I), it is energetically

more beneficial to maximize the π-π intermolecular attraction at a cost of a portion of the

surface adsorption energy, leading to a structural transition to a tilted molecular config-

uration [12–15]. However, for CoPc, the molecule-Si binding energy is significantly larger

than the intermolecular binding energy (Table I), enabling the majority of the molecules to

adopt the flat-lying orientation (Fig. 1(c) and (f)). Furthermore, the large diffusion barrier

experienced by the CoPc molecules also prevents them from forming long-range ordered

domains.

In summary, we have shown that the localized pz orbitals on the Si(111)-B surface allow

for highly selective orbital coupling with the d-orbitals of MPc molecules. By appropriately

choosing the coordinated TM ion in MPc to modulate the strength of the p-d orbital hy-

bridization and the overall potential corrugation, molecular orientation and ordering at the

hetero-interface can be drastically altered. The significance of the p-d orbital hybridization

may be also manifested in other TM based molecular systems, such as porphyrins, and other

technologically significant surfaces including topological insulators [38].
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FIG. 1. (color online). (a)-(c) Large scale STM topography images of sub-monolayer coverage of (a)

ZnPc, (b) CuPc, and (c) CoPc deposited on the deactivated Si surface at the same condition. (d)-

(f) Expanded STM topography images of (d) ZnPc, (e) CuPc, and (f) CoPc showing the packing

of MPc molecules within a typical domain. ZnPc exhibits the highly ordered tilted molecular

configuration. CuPc displays shifts in the molecular packing which are outlined by the dashed

white lines and gap defects as highlighted by the dashed red ovals. CoPc shows both tilted and

flat-lying molecular orientations, with the tilted domain outlined by the dashed green lines. The

green/blue bars in (d)-(f) represent individual Pc molecules with tilted orientation. Molecular

assignment in (f) is further corroborated in Fig. S2. Scanning conditions for (a)-(f): Vs = +2.0-2.5

V, It = 4-30 pA.
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FIG. 2. (color online). (a) and (b), STM topography images of flat-lying (a) CuPc and (b)

CoPc molecules taken in regions between tilted molecular domains. The 3 stable flat-lying CoPc

orientations allowed by the substrate symmetry are highlighted by the red, blue and green dashed

rectangles, exhibiting registration with the underlying surface (solid rectangles). The dashed white

circle highlights a single molecule rotating between all 3 orientations. (c) and (d), STM topography

image of a single flat-lying CuPc molecule (c), and CoPc molecule (d) on the deactivated Si surface

(overlaid unit cell grid). Scanning conditions for (a)-(d): Vs = +1.3-2.0 V (Vs = -2.0 V in (c)), It

= 3-25 pA.
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FIG. 3. (color online). (a) Schematic diagram of d-orbital filling for ZnPc, CuPc and CoPc.

(b) Schematic diagram of the orbital hybridization mechanism between a CoPc molecule and the

Si(111)-B surface. Note that the back-bond surface state (the discrete energy level in pink) is in

resonance with the bulk Si valence band. (c)-(e) Calculated charge density difference maps shown

for the molecular adsorption of (c) ZnPc, (d) CuPc, and (e) CoPc on the deactivated Si surface.

The same isosurface charge density value (± 0.001 e/Bohr3) is selected for all of these plots. Red

regions denote electron accumulation while blue regions indicate electron depletion. The green

balls represent Si adatoms, and pink balls for subsurface borons.
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FIG. 4. (color online). (a) The energy landscapes of CuPc along the different diffusion pathways.

Lines connecting the data points are shown to guide the view. Inset: Depicts the linearly inde-

pendent minimum energy pathways for molecular diffusion. Orange circles denote the positions of

Si adatoms. Depending on the initial molecular orientation, the roles of the two pathways can be

exchanged. (b) The energy landscape of CoPc along the solid path as shown in inset in (a).
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TABLE I. MPc-MPc and MPc-Si binding energy (BE).

MPc type MPc-Si BE α phase [62] BE β phase [62] BE

ZnPc 3.18 eV 3.92 eV 4.00 eV

CuPc 3.04 eV 3.85 eV 3.88 eV

CoPc 4.37 eV 3.90 eV 4.00 eV
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